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HIGH WYCOMBE PROJECT BUCKINGHAMSHIRE | TAILOR MADE R2 SUBULATE MINIMA | Retractable Pergola

Our team at GOSS Outdoor has worked together with 
our client, Mrs AB, to build a magical fortress in her back 
garden surrounded by stunning views of the outdoors, 
wooden fences, pillars, and one of our retractable 
pergola shading systems. Depending on the mood, Mrs 
AB is able to retract the roof of her new pergola with its 
remote-controlled functionality and enjoy her private 
outdoor relaxation spot!

After the installation, our client said that she feels the 
shading system looks and works great, fitted in perfectly 
and worth every penny spent!
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Category: Retractable Pergola Systems

Product: SUBULATE | Tailor Made R2 Minima

Aluminium: RAL 7421 | Grey Camouflage Sand Paper 
Texture Finish

Fabric Choice: SIOEN 8116/9002 Series, Vexillum 
Surface Type with Ghost White Colour.

Lighting: 3W Spot LED Lighting System IP66 (by 
SAMSUNG)

Width: 5800mm

Projection: 4000mm

Mrs AB said that she bought a pergola 
because she wanted to use outdoor space 
even on rainy or very sunny days. She 
thinks the view of her garden has changed 
after installation. Mrs A.B, “before 
installation of the pergola, we never spent 
so much time in the garden, but after 
pergola, we are having lots of time. I thank 
the product because it has really good 
quality and it`s worth the price.” She highly 
recommends our pergola systems which 
we are flattered about and incredibly 
happy that we signed off another stunning 
project!
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